Clarification Question(s)
Do you require the electronic copy submissions to be emailed to
procurement@ribbletrust.com or are these to be included within the
hard copy submission in the form of a CD / DVD ?
Would an emailed submission be acceptable ?

Customer Response

We expect emails to be to large, as such a CD/DVD or
USB stick are acceptable electonic copy submissions
No - a Hardcopy and the above are required as part of
the submission
The 45 Degree angle in a seperate channel is a
recommended approach according to the Institute of
The latest outline design revision v2 details eel bristles at the top of the
Fisheries Management Fish Pass Manual. The vertical
fish pass channel and at 45 degrees. Please can you clarify the reason
arrangement is not deemed as efficient for eel passage.
this is to be constructed in this way (at 45degrees) and at this height
The position of the eel pass channel could be varied in
above the channel base ? (It would make construction of the support
relation to the channel base at detailed design stage,
channel much simpler/cheaper if the eel brushes can be attached
with no impact on price, if that is best suited, but must
vertically to the inside face of the fish pass)
remain outside of the main fish pass channel and as
indicated.
The outline design rev v2 is specific in terms of widths and depths of
the required channel. We appreciate that the final design can deviate
from the proposed reinforced concrete solution, however the outline
design appears that it may be developed with specific input from a
potential supplier of these units. Please can you advise if you know of
any potential suppliers of these specific types of unit so that they can
be approached by tenderers for a quotation ?

The outline design does not suggest that the supplier of
units should input, only that pre-fabricated units should
be used, and tenderers are responsible for ensuring
suitability of design as set out in the specification. We
are not in a position to recommend or provide detail of
potential suppliers of units.

